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Minimum Standards Attestation
I, Shane Regan, attest that St.John Vianney’s School, Parkdale is compliant with:
 All of the requirements for the minimum standards and other requirements for the
registration of schools as specified in the Education and Training Reform Act 2006 (Vic)
and the Education and Training Reform Regulations 2017 (Vic), except where the school
has been granted an exemption from any of these requirements by the VRQA
 Australian Government accountability requirements related to the 2018 school year under
the Australian Education Act 2013 (Cth) and the Australian Education Regulations 2013
(Cth)
21st May 2019
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Our School Vision

ST. JOHN VIANNEY’S VISION

St. John Vianney’s is a welcoming and supportive community of teachers,
parents and children who teach and live by the Gospel values of Jesus
Christ.
We provide a valid, contemporary curriculum that empowers our students
to achieve their personal best in their academic, emotional, social and
physical well-being.
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School Overview
St.John Vianney’s School is one of two schools in the Catholic Parish of St.Patrick,
Mentone/Parkdale. Currently we have a student population of one hundred and forty eight in
seven classes from Prep to Year 6. St.John Vianney’s supports children to build positive selfesteem in an environment that endeavors to provide all children with an opportunity for
individual development through a range of academic, social and emotional skills. Our school
motto, "Love Conquers" reflects both our belief in and our commitment to respecting and
developing the uniqueness and potential of each person within the context of Catholic faith and
education.
At St.John Vianney’s we believe that community is our strength. Our Parish Priest, Fr.Michael
McEntee, is the faith leader of our community and actively participates in Sacramental
preparation programs for both students and parents. Our staff are committed, highly competent
professionals who encourage and inspire students. Our parents are enthusiastic, supportive and
involved in the social, academic and spiritual life of our school. Our students enjoy school life,
accepting the challenges of a contemporary curriculum which is delivered in a secure, caring
environment. We at St.John Vianney’s are proud of our school.
To facilitate the individual development of our students, our curricula is:


based on the Victorian Curriculum



supported by contemporary technology tools for individual student use, these include
PC’s, Chromebooks and iPads



diverse in the range of contemporary learning areas which in addition to the core
curriculum include specific instruction in- Visual Arts, Indonesian, Library skills, Music
and Physical Education



complemented by Pastoral Care and Wellbeing programs which acknowledge individual
needs growing the strength of student voice and leadership. These programs are
supported by our Wellbeing Leader and school based psychologist who has worked with
students and parents
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As a school we have set direction in each of our spheres (Education in Faith, Learning and
Teaching, Student Wellbeing, School Community and Leadership and Management) to
enhance the existing practice at St. John Vianney’s.
The goals for each of the spheres are listed below.
Education in Faith
To strengthen and deepen the Catholic identity, faith life and service of all members of the
school community.
Learning and Teaching
To personalize student and staff learning to enhance student engagement and learning
outcomes.
Student Wellbeing
To improve the wellbeing of all students and stimulate them to confidently and successfully
engage in learning.
School Community
To engage our families further in their child’s learning and be more actively involved in the life of
the school and parish.
Leadership and Management
To continue developing an inclusive culture of learning, feedback and respect with staff
committed to student success.
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Principal’s Report
From little things Big things grow
In 2018 our school theme was “From little things Big things grow”, this was chosen by staff and students
to reflect that although our school is small in size we are capable of achieving great results in all aspects
of school life. Our focus was to build on the strong “whole school growth” that we had in 2017. We
acknowledge that some of our data reflected exceptionally high growth in the period 2016/17 and
sustaining this would be a challenge but to give us defined reference points we again analysed the Insight
SRC data- School Improvement Surveys Report, September 2018. In summary the data showed the
following about our achievements from 2017 through 2018:
1. Organisational Climate Aggegate Index- 77.4- above the mean for Australian schools and
organisations for this index, an increase of 1.1% on 2017.
2. Teaching Climate Aggregate Index- 82.2- above the mean for Australian schools and
organisations for this index, an increase of 2.5% on 2017.
3. Student Wellbeing Aggregate Index- 79.3- above the mean for Australian schools and
organisations for this index, a decrease of 0.9% on 2017.
4. Community Engagement Aggregate Index- 80.3- above the mean for Australian schools and
organisations for this index, an increase of 7.2% on 2017.
In relation to actual scores some summary data is:
a) School Climate- the actual scores in School Climate reflected an increase of 3 points in Overall
Quality from 90 in 2017 to 93 in 2018 with Individual Morale, School Morale, Supportive
Leadership, Role Clarity, Respect for Students, Parent Partnerships, Teacher Confidence and
Quality Teaching all in the Top 25% of Australian schools.
b) Student Experience-Teacher Empathy, Purposeful teaching and Stimulating Learning were at the
bottom end of the middle 50% in 2017. In 2018 each of those had shown Growth, Teacher
Empathy from 78 to 85, Purposeful Teaching from 75 to 84 and Stimulating Learning from 61 to
76.
c) Parent Opinion- the actual scores in parent opinion showed that 12 of the 18 indicators were in
the Top 25% of Australian schools and that all indicators reflected a level of growth
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In relation to the five spheres of the Annual Action Plan our major actions for 2018 were:


Education in Faith- implementation of the new framework documents and developing
meaningful and appropriate engagement for staff and students. Our involvement in an RE
Collective with St.Louis de Montfort’s and St.Brigid’s to develop animated learning in RE was
also a focus



Learning and Teaching- the implementation of the Benchmark Assessment System across all
classes was a major focus and supported by in-house PD for all staff. In Numeracy we
participated in a Pilot Program conducted through Catholic Education Melbourne where
children explored Problem Solving through Geometry. Numeracy PD also focused on effective
use of data collected through the Essential Assessment online program.



Student Wellbeing- in 2018 we introduced the You Can Do It program through specific
instruction at each year level to engage students, staff and parents in the development of a
whole school approach to Student Wellbeing. We continued to provide support for students and
families through our school based psychologist and the formalising of Family Group activities.



Leadership & Management- the focus in 2018 was a review of our centralised record keeping
for individual students, to this end we develop a pro forma to store all student information. Our
Enrolment Program was also revised to attract a higher number of Prep enrolments for 2019
and beyond.



School Community- our bi-annual Art Show and Annual School Fete were evidence of very
strong community links, these major events were supported by developing stronger
relationships with our local “feeder” kindergartens. Our Student Leadership program with
outreach activities also heightened our school relationship to the community.

Shane Regan
Principal
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Education in Faith
Goals
To strengthen and deepen the Catholic identity, faith life and service of all members of the
school community.
Intended outcomes
That the opportunities provided for staff, parents and students to have a deeper relationship
with God through prayer, worship and service are strengthened.
That staff and parents are more actively engaged in the children’s faith education by nurturing
their own education in faith.

Achievements 2018
In 2018 the focus for staff in Religious Education was to continue to refine their skills in the
implementation of the new Re Curriculum Framework. We spent staff meetings and PLTs
planning and working to ensure that all experiences of Religious Education at SJV provided
meaningful and appropriate engagement for both staff and students. Our classroom teaching of
Religious Education was planned to allow for critical thought and inquiry, seeking to find ways of
making the Catholic tradition meaningful and engaging to our community today.
Throughout 2018 we were part of an RE Collective with St. Louis de Montfort’s and St. Brigid’s.
We applied for and received a grant to work together to achieve a common goal: animated
learning for our students in Religious Education.To be able
to work as a team to explore animated learning in Religious
Education and to work together to bring knowledge and
understanding to our staff was very beneficial. The
Collective met at least once each term and the staff from all
three schools came together en masse once and in levels
once to plan learning outcomes.
The sacramental program at both grade 2 and grade 6 was
very successful. The enquiry night for Confirmation was well
attended and informative.
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The Confirmation reflection day was once again held at St.
Paul’s Retreat Centre in Wantirna. The children loved
reading the letters from their parents, all of the staff and
other children throughout the school. They also spent part of
the day painting symbols of the Holy Spirit onto wooden
crosses. The children painted personal reflections of their
time at SJV onto the other side of the cross, the crosses
were then varnished and presented to the children at
Graduation.

Confirmation was celebrated in St. John Vianney’s Church with Bishop Peter Elliott as the
principal celebrant. The children made family banners, focussing on one Gift or Fruit of the Holy
Spirit. Not only were these banners very meaningful to the children, but they were able to
display them in the church at SJV for the Confirmation celebration.

Two evening prayer and reflection nights were held for the
prep and grade one children and their parents. Prayers in
Pyjamas was held in March for the preps. At the end of
this evening, the preps were presented with a special SJV
candle to take home. Baptism Reflection Night was held in
October for the grade ones. On this night the grade one
children were
presented with
white stoles with
the baptism
symbol screen
printed on them.
The
Reconciliation, Eucharist and Confirmation symbols
will all be added as the children receive these
Sacraments and the stoles will be worn on each
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occasion.These stoles will be a very visual reminder
for the children of their faith journey at St. John
Vianney’s.

A reverent and beautiful paraliturgy was held before
Easter to remember and reflect on the Passion of
Christ. On the first day back after the Easter break we
celebrated Alleluia Day, rejoicing in the Resurrection of
the Lord. It was a day of great joy with a paraliturgy,
family art activities, an Easter hat parade and an
Easter egg hunt.

In May we celebrated Family Week. In family groups
we made big sunflowers as symbols of love and hope,
unity and longevity.

Our school feast day, as in previous years, was celebrated together with Grandparent’s Day
and it was a wonderful day, with family activities, morning tea, a photo booth and it concluded
with a celebration of the Eucharist.
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Graduation was a true reflection of the spirit of St. John
Vianney’s. The students and parents visibly showed their love
and gratitude for the many gifts they had been given
throughout their school journey. The 16 students each painted
one word on a piece of wood, a word that they felt would
inspire and motivate them for the next year. These pieces of
wood were placed on a large cross that Danny generously
built for us.

In the latter part of 2018 as a school we agreed to trial KWL digital, with grades 3 and 4
becoming available for trial first. By the end of the year all levels were available and the staff
were so impressed with the material that it was ordered as a religious pedagogical tool for 2019.

Value Added









Staff professional learning in all areas of the new RE Curriculum Frameworks focussing
on joint inquiry and RE planners.
RE Collective meetings with St. Louis de Montfort’s and St. Brigid’s working on animated
learning in Religious Education.
Celebration of our Feast Day linked to Grandparent’s Day
Stations of the Cross, Easter paraliturgies prepared by different class levels
Alleluia Day to celebrate the Resurrection of Jesus and the message of hope this brings
School paraliturgies related to non-church themes eg. ANZAC Day, Remembrance Day,
Mother’s Day
Sacramental nights for parents and students of both parish primary schools in grade 6
Social justice initiatives led by our senior student leaders- facilitating a greater
understanding through student voice- Project Compassion, Socktober

Kerry Slater
Religious Education Leader
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Learning & Teaching
Goals
To personalise student and staff learning to enhance student engagement and
learning outcomes.

Intended outcomes
That literacy and numeracy outcomes be improved across the school.
That a culture of feedback be developed that underpins student and staff
learning.

Achievements
Throughout 2018 our focus was to review our intervention across the school in literacy
and to continue to improve our data collection in literacy and numeracy.
We employed a literacy leader to review our current literacy practice and to introduce
Fountas and Pinnell - BAS Benchmark Assessment System. Staff and LSOs were given
professional development on classroom routines including Shared reading, Guided
reading, running records and using the data collected from BAS to drive improved
student outcomes in literacy. Students’ progress is monitored in a central system both
online and with a visual display of students’ progress. This visual representation is used
and monitored by staff. We continue to implement our Reading Recovery program and
reviewed the data against the BAS system for recording the reading level of students.
In Year 2 the reading program - ”Story Dogs” continued.This program supplements our
reading program once a week for individuals and encourages the students to practice
reading. This program is designed to support students in their reading in year 2.
To further improve numeracy outcomes all staff attended maths PD through the CEO
that focused on engagement in Mathematics and developing teacher’s knowledge of
sequential learning. Staff participated in further professional development using the
Essential Assessment program for data collection and planning student outcomes.
Individualised learning and monitoring the growth and progress of students throughout
learning in mathematics continues to be the essential components of our numeracy
program. In Maths PLTs teachers continued to discuss and plan the growth and
progress of our students.
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Overall our NAPLAN performance was very strong with continued growth as evidenced
in a communication from ACARA which congratulated the school on achieving
“substantially above average gains” in Numeracy.
Student performance was measured and recorded through online assessments, teacher
based assessments, teacher observations, parent-teacher interviews, ILP meetings and
standardised assessments such as NAPLAN. Our 2018 NAPLAN data reflected that
although in Year 3 in Reading and Spelling we were 4.2% below the minimum standard
and in Year 5 in Grammar & Punctuation, Numeracy and Spelling we were 2.6% below
the minimum standard. Upon examination of these results it reflected the performance
of one student in each cohort and in both cases we expected the student to perform at
this level
This year we implemented the new RE Curriculum Framework. This framework is
designed to further engage students in inquiry. Teachers have worked together to plan
new units of work that now make connections to our Faith. The purpose is to open up a
more explicit dialogue between Catholic faith and the diverse cultures and lives of our
students. Through these new units if inquiry we hope to engage our students in real
learning that reflects and draws lessons from their Faith, History, Geography, Science,
Economics and our Intercultural and Personal & Social Capabilities.

A highlight of 2018 was the biennial St.John Vianney’s Art Show. Under the direction
and guidance of the Arts specialist teacher, the art show provided a platform for our
students to showcase their considerable skills and talents in both 2D and 3D works of
art. It was a true community event with high attendance and positive feedback from
parents and visitors to our school.
The new format of school reports was introduced which included student outcomes for
Religion, English, Mathematics, Library, The Arts and Physical Education. An
information evening was introduced in term one for parents to attend.
Value added











Maths PD: Staff attended a maths PD on measurement and geometry
SEESAW program used to communicate with parents on student learning in
classrooms
Participation in Big Green Schools conference teaching sustainable practice
Participation in the “Science Talent Search”
Students were invited to completed the Australian Mathematics Association
Competition
Ambassadors for Dolphin Research Institute
SJV representative Chess team, including participation in regional inter-school
chess championship and participation the Victorian Chess championships
5/6 student leadership and initiatives, Including The Halogen Young Leaders Day
Yr.6 students involved in the “Write a Book in a Day,” competition
Private Keyboard and Guitar lessons offered to students
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Incorporated Contemporary Learning across the curriculum including the use of
Digital Technologies for the purpose of Learning and Teaching.
Spotlight on Learning -Sharing of Inquiry learning from each class exhibition once
a term, all content managed and presented by students of the various year levels

Helen Tancheff
Learning & Teaching Leader
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Wellbeing - Annual Report 2018
Goals and Intended Outcomes
Goal: To improve the wellbeing of all students and stimulate them to confidently and
successfully engage in learning.
Intended Outcomes: That students are confident, engaged and successful learners
within a safe and restorative learning environment. That students, staff and parents are
partners in learning

Wellbeing is a major focus for all staff at St John Vianney’s, as they believe that it is
crucial in order for children to achieve their full potential in life.
The year began with an inspirational experience through guest speaker John Coutis
who addressed all levels of the school during the day and told his amazing and uplifting
life story and of how he overcame his disability. His story had a powerful effect on the
children. The staff enjoyed a special session with him after school and this was followed
up in the evening with a session for parents, who were equally in awe of this amazing
man and his message of the importance of building resilience in their children.
The development of resilience has been a key focus for the school through the
introduction of the You Can Do It program for Prep to Year 6 in 2018. This program
explicitly teaches social and emotional skills on a weekly basis. It is further supported by
regular Circle Time within classrooms, which not only reinforces the skills taught in the
You Can Do It program, but can be used as a means of responding to issues that may
arise in a particular class.
The Buddy Program continued to provide opportunities for building rich relationships
between the Year 6 and Prep students. The Prep children felt very secure and adjusted
quickly to school life largely because of these special relationships. This experience
also gave the Year 6s the opportunities to build personal qualities such as compassion,
empathy, patience and putting the needs of others before their own. The leadership
skills of Year 5 and 6 students were further strengthened by participation in the Student
Leadership Program, which again comprised a 5 day course with St Louis de Montfort,
and attendance at the National Young Leaders forum.
Our school psychologist is an integral part of our wellbeing program, helping with early
identification of children at risk, socially, emotionally and academically, and providing
support to those students in need. It is also pleasing to note that parents have
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accessed the services of the psychologist for advice and, similarly, she has been a
great resource to staff to ensure they are catering in the best way for the needs of all
children in their class. Personalised learning plans were written and program support
group meetings were held for students requiring special assistance to ensure clear
communication between all parties involved. Outside agencies were welcomed to these
meetings.
Attendance at the two day launch of the Excel: Wellbeing for Learning guide further
reinforced the importance of wellbeing to the whole school community. The Excel guide
was explored at a staff meeting and an audit was conducted to see how well St John
Vianney’s was doing against the four dimensions. While it fared very well, the school
always strives to do better. The school rules were reworded as ‘I can’ statements and
presented in the Excel logo format and are displayed around the school.

Value Added
 Continuing SRC meetings for Prep - Year 6
 Refinement of the the Year 5 and 6 leadership group activities
 Family group activities for special days eg Catholic Family Week, Alleluia Day,
Grandparents Day
 Inclusion of Prep children in beginning of the year mass, walking in with the new
Year 6 student leaders at a whole school Sunday parish Mass, highlighting the
importance of our student leadership program to our school and parish
community
 Increased number of visits to kindergartens by Year 6 students
 Expansion of Year 6 camping program to include trip to Canberra
 Welcome barbecue for new parents
 Support parents and families to improve their children’s learning and wellbeing
 Liaison with allied health professionals and other agencies to guide programming
for children with additional needs
 Circle Time and Wellbeing learning experiences have been incorporated into
daily classroom programming
STUDENT SATISFACTION

Our Insight SRC target for the Student Wellbeing Index 2018 was a target of 82.6. The
actual 2018 Student Wellbeing Index was 79.3 which represents a drop of 3.3 in the
overall index score from 2017 to 2018. Although the drop is relatively small (and it could
just be a statistical variation) the staff have decided to develop our own Student Survey
in order to ascertain if there are specific issues that we are unaware of and should
address.
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STUDENT ATTENDANCE

Non- attendance St.John Vianney’s school follows the guidelines of the CECV, the
VRQA and DET in relation to student absences. If a child is absent our administration
will usually receive notification via phone, SMS or our online form. This information is
then recorded and passed on to the appropriate staff. If a child has an unexplained
absence on any given day a member of the schools administration will contact a
parent/guardian to ascertain why that child is absent, contact can be via phone, SMS or
email. Following this contact the absence is recorded along with the anticipated duration
of the absence. In the case of school refusal, the Principal or Deputy will contact the
parents to ascertain the reasons for the student’s non-attendance. A plan will then be
arranged to assist the student with a positive return to school. The services of the
school psychologist may be accessed if necessary.

Mary Moor
Student Wellbeing Leader
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Child Safety Standards – Overview
Introduction
St. John Vianney Primary School is committed to providing a safe environment for all
students and young people and will take active steps to protect them against abuse. To
achieve this the school has developed and actively enforces Child Safety Strategies to
ensure that any person involved in ‘child connected work’ is aware of their obligations &
responsibilities for ensuring the safety of all children under their care.

In accordance with requirements of the Victorian Government’s Ministerial Order No
870, St. John Vianney Primary School maintains a culture of ‘no tolerance’ to child
abuse. To achieve this it has established a holistic Child Safety Strategy incorporating
the processes, policies & procedures listed below.

St. John Vianney Primary School Child safety Strategy includes, but is not limited to the:
1. Establishment of strategies for embedding a culture of child safety at the school;
2. Maintenance & communication of a policy affirming the school’s commitment to
child safety and the promotion of an environment where children feel respected,
valued and encouraged to reach their full potential;
3. Maintenance & implementation of a Child Safety Code of Conduct;
4. Established processes for screening, supervision, training, and other human
resource practices to reduce the risk of child abuse & promote a child safe
learning environment;
5. Maintenance & Communication of procedures for responding to and reporting
child safety complaints, suspected abuse, disclosures or breaches of the Child
Safety Code of Conduct.
6. Risk Management strategies to identify and reduce or remove risks of child
abuse
7. Maintenance of strategies to promote student participation & empowerment in
creating an environment where they feel respected, valued and are capable of
reaching their full potential.
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Scope
St. John Vianney’s Primary School Child Safety Standards apply to any individual
employed by the school, employed under contract, volunteers or contracted service
providers. Failure to comply with any aspect of the school’s Child Safety Standards may
result in criminal proceedings in accordance with the Children, Youth and Families Act
2005 (Vic.), the Crimes Act 1958 (Vic.) and the recommendations of the Betrayal of
Trust Report 2013.

Our School’s Commitment to Ensuring Child Safety
All students enrolled at St. John Vianney Primary School have the right to feel safe. The
wellbeing of students will always be our school’s first priority. The school aims to create
a child safe environment where children feel valued & respected by committing to the
following arrangements for students, parents, carers, staff members, clergy, volunteers
and contractors.

Our Commitment to our Students
» We commit to the safety and wellbeing of all students & young people enrolled in
our school.
»

We commit to providing students & young people with positive and nurturing
experiences.

»

We commit to listening to students & young people and empowering them by
taking their views seriously, and addressing any concerns that they raise with us.

»

We commit to taking action to ensure that students & young people are protected
from abuse or harm.

»

We commit to teaching students & young people the necessary skills and
knowledge to understand and maintain their personal safety and wellbeing.

»

We commit to seeking input and feedback from students & young people
regarding the creation of a safe school environment.
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Our Commitment to Parents and Carers
» We commit to communicating honestly and openly with parents and carers about
the wellbeing and safety of their children.
»

We commit to engaging with, and listening to, the views of parents and carers
about our child-safety practice, policies and procedures.

»

We commit to transparency in our decision-making with parents and carers
where it will not compromise the safety of children or young people.

»

We commit to acknowledging the cultural diversity of students and families, and
being sensitive to how this may impact on student safety issues.

»

We commit to continuously reviewing and improving our systems to protect
children from abuse.

Our Commitment to our School Employees, Clergy, CRTs, Volunteers &
Contractors
1. We commit to providing all staff members, clergy, casual relief teachers (CRTs),
volunteers & contractors with the necessary support to enable them to fulfil their
roles. This will include regular and appropriate learning opportunities.
2.

We commit to providing regular opportunities to clarify and confirm policy and
procedures in relation to child safety and the protection of students and young
people. This will include regular briefings & annual training in the principles and
intent of the Child Safety Policy and Child Safety Code of Conduct, and staff
responsibilities to report concerns.

3.

We commit to listening to all concerns voiced by staff members, students,
caregiver’s clergy, volunteers, and contractors about keeping children and young
people safe from harm.

4.

We commit to providing adequate resources to support staff members, clergy,
CRTs, volunteers & contractors meet and exceed their Child Safety obligations.

5.

We commit to appointing a ‘Child Safety Officer’, to further promote child safety
and support all members of the school community to understand, meet and
exceed their Child Safety obligations.
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6.

We commit to providing support to any member of the school community who
reports a child safety complaint, suspected abuse, disclosure or breaches of the
Child Safety Code of Conduct.

7.

We commit to providing opportunities for staff members, clergy, CRTs,
volunteers & contractors to receive formal debriefing and counselling arising from
incidents of the abuse of a child or young person.

Achievements


During the 2018 school year we continued our consultation and education
process in relation to the Child Safe Standards:



consulted with our Senior students in relation to elements of our Code of Conduct



developed a Volunteer Application and interviewed Volunteers (as required)



developed documentation for Volunteers and Contractors



appointed a Child Safe Officer



provided professional learning for all staff in relation to the Child Safe Standards
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Leadership & Management
Goal
To continue developing an inclusive culture of learning,feedback and respect with staff
committed to student success.
Intended Outcomes
That staff grow individually and collectively as learners.
That staff work collaboratively to build teacher capacity.

Achievements


scheduled leadership meetings



back to back planning time for team teaching



weekly staff and PLT meetings



continue to provide support programs for staff regarding student behavior issues



Annual Review Meetings aligned to AITSL Standards and the School Improvement Plan
in order for ARMs to be a meeting for appraisal and goal setting rather than reporting on
actions taken



revisited the importance of “learning intentions” and “success criteria” as components of
the learning cycle



increasing staff leadership roles, in particular focus on the importance of the Wellbeing
Leader as the first contact for any related matters



development of a Facebook page



employment of specialist Literacy Intervention Leader



focus on the development of a more effective enrolment and student recruitment
strategy



establishment of a St.John Vianney’s school Education Board Sub-committee to focus
on matters specific to our needs as one of two schools in the parish
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EXPENDITURE AND TEACHER PARTICIPATION IN PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
DESCRIPTION OF SOME OF THE PL UNDERTAKEN IN 2018



All staff participation in the Religious Education Collective meetings regarding the
new Religious Education Guidelines



Dynamiq- Emergency Management Response



1st Aid & Resuscitation



Protecting Children-Mandatory Reporting and other obligations



Child Safety standards- Martin Tennant, Safesmart Solutions



Reading Recovery (ongoing training)



CEM Network meetings for Principals, Deputies, Religious Education leaders,
Teaching & Learning leaders, Wellbeing leaders and ICT leaders



Student Handwriting skills with input from an Occupational Therapist



Data analysis in particular the Benchmark Assessment System including Insight
SRC feedback and analysis



The introduction of the Levelled Literacy Intervention program



Student Leadership Program for Year 5&6 students



Numeracy- The School Engagement Model



Respectful Relationships



eSmart



PLT & Staff Meetings with a specific Literacy & Numeracy focus



Resource Smart- Environmental program
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NUMBER OF TEACHERS WHO PARTICIPATED IN PL

17

AVERAGE EXPENDITURE PER TEACHER FOR PL

$2,262

TEACHER SATISFACTION

When reviewing our Insight SRC data for the 4 indicators of Staff Wellbeing
reflected that Individual Morale and School Morale were still in the Top 25% of
Australian Primary schools.Individual Distress had dropped from 81 to 71 and
School Distress had dropped from 73 to 67.
Staff responses reflected that Clarity, Engagement, Student Behaviour and Team
Based Practice had all improved on 2017 whilst all other indicators were at similar
levels but Individual Distress had gone from 2017- 81, to 2018-71.
The Teaching Climate Index for 2017 was 79.7 with the 2018 score of 82.2, this
represents an improvement of 2.5.
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School Community
Goals
To engage our families further in their child’s learning and be more actively involved in the life of
the school and parish.

Intended Outcomes
That parents are more confident in being involved in their child’s learning.
That communication between the home and school is improved.
Achievements


establishment of a new school website to provide a greater range of information
regarding the activities of the school



student led weekly school assemblies and “Spotlight on Learning” where
students from all year levels present a synopsis of the Inquiry topic work covered



Sacramental meetings with an emphasis on adult formation for the sacrament



PFA purchasing Graduation Bears for exiting Yr.6 students presented to them by
their Prep Buddy at the end of year family Carols Night



building links with local kindergartens regarding our enrolment program via
principal, teacher and student group visits to the kinders and with kinder groups
coming to us for performance and art activities



parent forum held- all parents invited with 75% attendance, discussion based on
SWOT analysis structure. Outcome was establishment of Education Board Sub
committee and Enrolment Support group



our bi-annual school Art Show- parent assistance with all aspects



Seesaw online communication program used at all year levels to enhance
communication and involvement



establishment of school vegetable garden boxes for each class with plantings for
our STEAM program, garden boxes planned and built by parent working bees



parent representation on the Parish Education Board & strong support for the
Parents & Friends Association
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thank-you morning tea for parent helpers from the school staff



annual School Fete with support from 90%+ of the parent community
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Future Directions


Continue to strengthen community partnerships through activities with local
kindergartens and Senior Citizen facilities



Build a shared view of increasing our enrolments by including parents in the
planning committee for Developing Enrolments



Continue to showcase student learning to the community via our website,the
broader media and our Spotlight on Learning forums



Maintain our links with our sister school in Indonesia



Strengthen the school and parish partnership



Analyse student data so as to lift school performance



Establish Levelled Literacy Intervention across all classes (where appropriate) and
train Learning Support officers to implement the program under the direction of the
classroom teachers and our Literacy Leader



Revise the classroom structure so as to enhance the concept of one community
and be prepared to adjust to the changing student population



Tmetable activities, at least one per term, where the family groupings are the focus
of student activity



Embed the Benchmark Assessment System (BAS) to analyse the performance of
every student from Prep- Year 6



Continue the focus of staff and student attention on Handwriting and Presentation
skills through specific PD with an occupational therapist



Embed the STEAM program for students from Prep-Yr.6



Introduce a Robotics component to the curriculum



Expand the play options to include an additional sandpit and a Ropes course for
core strength and coordination
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School Performance Data Summary
E1220
St John Vianney's School, Parkdale East

PROPORTION OF STUDENTS MEETING THE MINIMUM STANDARDS

NAPLAN TESTS

2016

2017

2018

%

2016 - 2017
Changes
%

%

2017 - 2018
Changes
%

%

YR 03 Grammar & Punctuation

100.0

100.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

YR 03 Numeracy

100.0

92.9

-7.1

100.0

7.1

YR 03 Reading

100.0

100.0

0.0

95.8

-4.2

YR 03 Spelling

100.0

100.0

0.0

95.8

-4.2

YR 03 Writing

100.0

100.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

YR 05 Grammar & Punctuation

100.0

100.0

0.0

97.4

-2.6

YR 05 Numeracy

96.0

100.0

4.0

97.4

-2.6

YR 05 Reading

100.0

100.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

YR 05 Spelling

100.0

100.0

0.0

97.4

-2.6

YR 05 Writing

100.0

100.0

0.0

100.0

0.0
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AVERAGE STUDENT ATTENDANCE RATE BY YEAR LEVEL

%

Y01

90.7

Y02

94.0

Y03

95.5

Y04

93.1

Y05

93.3

Y06

92.1

Overall average attendance

93.1

TEACHING STAFF ATTENDANCE RATE

Teaching Staff Attendance Rate

87.4%

STAFF RETENTION RATE

Staff Retention Rate
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TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS
Doctorate

0.0%

Masters

9.1%

Graduate

63.6%

Graduate Certificate

0.0%

Bachelor Degree

72.7%

Advanced Diploma

54.5%

No Qualifications Listed

0.0%

STAFF COMPOSITION
Principal Class (Headcount)

2

Teaching Staff (Headcount)

19

Teaching Staff (FTE)
Non-Teaching Staff (Headcount)
Non-Teaching Staff (FTE)
Indigenous Teaching Staff (Headcount)
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